User Guide

1- Charge keyboard 3-4 hours before first use.
2- Go to settings.
3- Go to bluetooth and make sure bluetooth is on.
4- Turn on keyboard.
5- Press the pair button.
6-Tap/touch "Bluetooth keyboard" words shown on the screen.

7-Enter the digit code shown on the screen and press Enter.

8- The Keyboard had been paired.

Note:
1. Please combine the "Fn" with function keys to make it workable.
2. Don't use wireless charger with keyboard case.

LED light indicator:
1-when you plug in to charge, a red light will come on. It will go off when the keyboard is fully charged.
2-when you switch the keyboard on, you will see either a blue light or a red light coming on for a few seconds and then going off. If you see a blue light for a few seconds, it indicates that keyboard does not charge. if you see a red light coming on, it means you need to charge the keyboard.
3-when you click the pair button, you will see the blue light blinking, which indicates that the keyboard is in pairing mode and will show up on your tablet when the tablet is searching for nearby devices.